


I'll do my best not to 
ruin too much...



● The story of the Time Lord known as "The 
Doctor" and his companions.

● One of the first series to be given two attempts 
for their first episode

● Originally ran from 1963-1989, with a TV movie in 
1996; then revived in 2005.

● The Iconic "Blue Box"



Regeneration!



Choices

When discussing science in fiction you have 
two options:
● Discuss how science could explain it
● Discuss how it is explained in 

pseudoscience

I will be attempting the former as best I can.







...Yeah, but can something really be 
bigger on the inside?



Yep!





Extra Dimensions?

● Kaluza-Klein
○ Attempted unification of 

gravity and electromagnetism 
first published in 1921

● ADD Model
○ Proposed by Arkani-Hamed 

et Al in 1998; explains 
weakness of gravity through 
extra dimensions which are 
"large" compared to the 
Planck scale.

● Superstrings
○ Calabi-Yau manifolds

● Limits on Extra Ds: http://pdg.lbl.
gov/2012/listings/rpp2012-list-extra-dimensions.pdf
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Wormholes;
one of the crazier 
explanations...





...is it legitimate?



Maybe.
Meet Alcubierre ->
● Mexican Theorist @ 

Universidad Nacional 
Autónoma de México

● Famous paper of 1994 
"The Warp Drive: Hyper-
fast travel within general 
relativity" appears in 
Classical and Quantum 
Gravity.





The TARDIS Traversing the Time Vortex



~Time Travel~

● Earliest mentions date back to ~700s BCE in 
the Mahabharata

● 1895 brings H.G. Wells' infamous "The Time 
Machine"

● Forward travel in time has few controversies
● Backward travel on the other hand...
● First serious physics was performed by 

Gödel in the "Gödel metric" solution to 
Einstein's field equations

● Serious work performed by many of 
relativity's greatests



The Paradox Machine

...forget the potential mechanics.
● Grandfather Paradox - causality damaging 

interactions should be impossible
● Rebuttals:

○ Basic; just don't change too much
○ Advanced; Novikov self-consistency principle - 

nothing that could damage causality is possible, the 
calculations gave zero probability. See http://www.iap.
fr/eas/EAS18/time18/ontime.html

○ Too advanced; Multiple world interpretations
● Tourism?

○ Hawking's "Where are the tourists" argument
■ Sagan says "disguised"
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Cloaking



Modern Day Cloaking Attempts

Three main techniques:
1. Metamaterials

a. Materials that have nice refractive properties because of 
their structure. Makes use of Transformation Optics to 
render an object invisible to certain wavelengths

2. Active Camouflage
a. Projection of environment onto a fabric, typically. Rumors 

of British Army testing out an invisible tank? http://www.
dailymail.co.uk/news/article-490669/Army-tests-James-
Bond-style-tank-invisible.html 

3. Plasma stealth
a. Use of various density ranges to absorb broadband 

waves and render object invisible...currently too 
expensive to be feasbile. See Defense patent: http:
//www.google.com/patents?vid=4989006
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THANK YOU!

Images stolen from Google Images almost 
exclusively.




